
 

 

WHITE PAPER

Archers LAnd (ArL) 
 
 $ARL is a hyperinflationary play-2-earn (PTE) token on BSC. Automated holder rewards, boost the growth of liquidity 
pool, instant buybacks  
 
Archers Land is a token built on Binance Smart Chain network, The team will not own any token from the supply . It 
was created to be one of the best and biggest crypto communities, Our goal is to provide generational wealth to all of 
our loyal holders, You’re getting rewarded in 
 
 

sociAL 
 
Telegram : https://t.me/archerslandbsc 
Twitter : https://twitter.com/ArchersLandBSC
 
 
 

Tokenomics 
 

 

15% TrAnsAcTion TAx 
 

 
FeATures 

WHITE PAPER 

earn (PTE) token on BSC. Automated holder rewards, boost the growth of liquidity 

a token built on Binance Smart Chain network, The team will not own any token from the supply . It 
was created to be one of the best and biggest crypto communities, Our goal is to provide generational wealth to all of 

arded in BUSD for holding $ARL. 

https://twitter.com/ArchersLandBSC 

 

 

27%

43%

30%
Burn

PreSale

Liquidity

Liquidity pool Ecosystem

BUSD Reward Buyback and burn

earn (PTE) token on BSC. Automated holder rewards, boost the growth of liquidity 

a token built on Binance Smart Chain network, The team will not own any token from the supply . It 
was created to be one of the best and biggest crypto communities, Our goal is to provide generational wealth to all of 



 

 

Holders will earn 
 

The liquidity has been locked properly, solidifying the overall security of the 

A good project stands upon a great community, therefore polls will be used to help make decisions for the project.

Dependable Contract
The smart contract of th

Automatic Liquidity & 
Our Smart contract deposits 2% from every transaction as $ARL and $BNB into a liquidity pool. A liquidity pool always 

contains a pair of tokens. A bigger liquidity pool will provide more stability to $ARL price.

 
Passive Income 

Holders will earn 6% BUSD by holding. 

 
Locked Liquidity 

The liquidity has been locked properly, solidifying the overall security of the 
 
 

 
Community Driven 

A good project stands upon a great community, therefore polls will be used to help make decisions for the project.
 
 

 
Dependable Contract 

The smart contract of the project will be fully audited. 
 
 

 
Automatic Liquidity & Locked 

% from every transaction as $ARL and $BNB into a liquidity pool. A liquidity pool always 
contains a pair of tokens. A bigger liquidity pool will provide more stability to $ARL price.

The liquidity has been locked properly, solidifying the overall security of the project. 

A good project stands upon a great community, therefore polls will be used to help make decisions for the project. 

% from every transaction as $ARL and $BNB into a liquidity pool. A liquidity pool always 
contains a pair of tokens. A bigger liquidity pool will provide more stability to $ARL price. 



 

 

roAdmAp 
 
 

Conceptualization of 
Archers Land Launched website and 

Community 
established 

PR and Multisocial 
Promotion 

Smart Contract 
Development and 
Audit 

Presale and Launch - 
lock Initial liquidity for 1 
year 

 Listing on 
CoinMarketCap, 
CoinGecko 

 Archers Land Game V1 
Launch Preparation 

PR and Multisocial 
Promotion 

Further Development 


